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1. The UK’s approach to public financial management and key reforms

2. CFO and decision maker relationship – critical success factors and benefits

3. Lessons from the UK as you embark on reform in Cyprus
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The UK’s approach to public financial management has developed over many years

• Multi-year departmental budgets, typically 3 years, set through Spending Reviews

• CFOs employed by departments, but with dotted line relationship to Head of Government Finance Function

• Summary whole of government accounts published by HM Treasury

• Each department publishes its own accounts – accruals accounting adopted in early 2000s

• Departments provide monthly reporting to HM Treasury, using a common chart of accounts

• Independent National Audit Office, accountable to Parliament
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The role of the Government Finance Function has been strengthened in recent years

Increased professionalisation 

• Strengthened accountability between CFOs and the centre of government 

• Embedding CFO as key partner and advisor to executive team decision makers,  
and strengthened business partnering function within departments

• Focus on professional education to develop cohort of qualified Finance 
Directors

• Managing senior finance resources across government

Improved data and management information 

• Investment in common chart of accounts and supporting system (OSCAR) to 
improve single version of the truth

• Defining standards for financial management information

• Better understanding the cost of key activities

Stronger focus on managing delivery outcomes

• Outcome Delivery Plans for each government department

• Strengthened oversight of major government programmes

• Increasing focus on more formal benefits tracking and evaluation

1
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Government Finance Function 
Strategy 2019-2023
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The relationship between the CFO and decision makers is critical for shared success

➢ Early and ongoing finance input to help define options

➢ Ability to explore different commercial models to get the best outcome

➢ Embedded process to define benefits and outcomes of activity upfront and 
track delivery

➢ Help evaluate competing priorities for investment, and make robust 
business cases for funding

➢ Robust financial strategy, including income strategy where relevant 

➢ Insight into cost drivers of key activities and frontline services to support 
efficiency discussions and prioritisation decisions

➢ Established assurance and controls culture 

✓ Trusted by Permanent Secretary and wider decision makers – seen as 

integral member of executive team and shaping financial/wider strategy

Critical success factors for CFOs:

✓ Real understanding of department’s activity – situate finance input within 

other considerations, and provide assurance on key activity and 

programmes

✓ Strong people leader – ensuring CFO/exec team relationship replicated 

throughout the organisation via effective business partnering

✓ Strong relationships with other functions (e.g. Commercial, HR, Analysis) –

to add insight and capitalise on emerging trends and alternative delivery 

models

Benefits to key decision makers including Permanent Secretary, Executive 
Directors and Programme Directors:

✓ Focused on delivery outcomes and not just managing inputs – ensuring 

process embedded to track benefits and outcomes for citizens
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Scenario 1: improving schools evidence base to inform efficiency discussions

Role of Finance

• Developed a methodology to understand the main cost drivers, and identify practical examples of schools managing their resources efficiently (drawing on 
established practice in health sector)

• Leveraged existing data and MI

• Used relationships with HM Treasury to set up as a joint project and guard against risk seen as a pure savings identification exercise

• Worked with other Functions to bring in wider insight e.g. commercial benchmarking

Challenge

• Lack of clarity about what is driving the large variation in costs between schools, and therefore risks and opportunities

Benefit to decision makers

• Insight into efficiency opportunities

• Enabled Schools Delivery Director to target efficiencies

• Practical insights and tools for schools to benchmark themselves against good practice
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Scenario 2: resetting a troubled welfare programme

Role of Finance

• Worked with other Functions (Project Delivery, Commercial) to reset delivery model and agree more realistic timetable

• Worked with programme team and HM Treasury to agree additional funding requirement, alongside reset business case and embedded process for tracking 
benefits

• Worked with programme team and wider executive team to agree refreshed programme governance, giving confidence to key stakeholders

Challenge

• High profile programme that was subject to significant cost overruns and delivery delays 2 years in 

Benefit to decision makers

• Robust delivery plan which wider stakeholders were bought into

• Embedded process to track benefits delivery

• Refreshed governance supporting stronger assurance and controls environment 
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Lessons from the UK as you embark on reform in Cyprus

For CFOs:

• Reliable and timely financial reporting is the 
bedrock of Finance role – supported by 
accruals accounting and ERP system

• Quality of data is a key enabler of technology 
investments 

• Investing in relationships and understanding 
of business is critical to increase the value 
CFOs provide to decision makers

For decision makers:

• Recognise the value the CFO and Finance 
bring, and work with their teams to ensure 
Finance are brought in early

• Be data driven – make use of available MI and 
regularly reflect on what changes would help 
support decision making

Jointly:

• Set “tone from top” for how Finance works 
with rest of the business 

• Ensure making regular time to define and 
review delivery outcomes and not just 
managing inputs – supported by MI
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